We consider the class ÍP which consists of the groups M with M/M' finitely generated which satisfy the maximal condition on direct factors. It is well known that any gf-group has a decomposition in finite direct product of indecomposable groups, and that two such decompositions are not necessarily equivalent up to isomorphism, even for a finitely generated nilpotent group. Here, we show that any ^-group has only finitely many nonequivalent decompositions. In order to prove this result, we introduce, for ê'-groups, a slightly different notion of decomposition, that we call /-decomposition; we show that this decomposition is necessarily unique. We also obtain, as consequences of the properties of /-decompositions, several generalizations of results of R. Hirshon. For instance, we have % x G = Z x H for any groups G, H which satisfy M x G = M x H for a g'-group M .
In the present paper, the laws of the groups are written with multiplicative notation. For each group M and for each subset E of M, we denote by (E) the subgroup of M which is generated by E. For each group M and for each integer k, we write Mk = ({xk ; x € M}}; we denote by xkM the direct product of k copies of M.
We say that a group A is cancellable if, for any groups G, H, AxG=í Ax H implies G = H.
For each group M and for any subgroups A, B of M, we say that B is a supplementary of A in M, and we write M = A x B, if M = (A, B) and A n B = [A, B] = 1. For each x e M, we consider the decomposition x = prA(x)pTB(x) with pr^(x) e A and prB(x) e B. A subgroup A of M which has a supplementary in M is a direct factor of M.
We say that a group M is indecomposable if M is nontrivial and if we have A -1 or B = 1 for any subgroups A , B such that M = AxB . We say that M is finitely decomposable if it is a finite direct product of indecomposable groups. Then, a decomposition of M is a finite sequence of indecomposable groups A\, ... , A" such that M = A\ x ■■ ■ x An. We identify two decompositions M = A\ x ■ ■ ■ x Am = B[ x ■ ■ ■ x Bn if m = n and if there exists a permutation a of {I, ... , n} such that A¡ = Ba^ for each i e {1,...,«}.
In particular, we say that M has a unique decomposition if this property is true for any two decompositions of M.
Any group which satisfies the maximal condition on direct factors clearly has a decomposition. In this paper, we are going to prove that, if M is such a group and if M/M' is finitely generated, then M only has finitely many decompositions.
First, we recall some examples and results which illustrate how several decompositions may arise for the same group.
The infinite cyclic group J and, for each prime number p and each integer k > 1, the cyclic group Jp ^ of order pk , are indecomposable. For each finitely generated abelian group, we have a unique decomposition M = {xkJ)x (x"{l)Jp(\),k(i)) x ••• x (xn{r)Jp{r),k(r)) with k, r integers, p{l), ... , p(r) distinct primes, and k(l), ... , k(r), « (1), ... , n(r) e N*. The classical result of R. Remak [R] states that each finite group also has a unique decomposition.
On the other hand, we have J [Bl, p. 249] , the two indecomposable finiteby-abelian nilpotent groups of class 2 G = (c, v ; c25 = 1, [c, v] = c5) and H -{d, w; d25 = I, [d, w] = d10} satisfy these properties without being isomorphic. Now, for each integer c > 1, let us denote by jVc the class of finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group of class c. By [H3, Theorem 5, p. 158] , any Ji-group has a unique decomposition. This property is not true for y^-groups since, by [H3, pp. 154-155] , there exist two nonisomorphic ./^-groups G\, Gi such that J x G\ = J xGi. Moreover, according to [B2, p. 6] , for each integer n > 1, there exist some indecomposable J/], -groups H, H\, Hj such that Hi x //2 = {xnJ) x H. In [B2] , G. Baumslag also proves that, for any integers m, n > 2, there exists a y^-group which has a decomposition with m factors and a decomposition with n factors.
On the other hand, many surprising positive results were obtained by R. Hirshon. For instance, by [H7, Theorem 3.4, p. 361] , if U is a group suchthat U/U' is finitely generated and U/Z(U) satisfies the minimal condition on direct factors (or, equivalently, the maximal condition), then, for any groups G, H, U x G = U x H implies J x G = J x H. Also, according to [H5, Theorem 1, p. 333] , for each integer n > 1 and for any groups G, H which satisfy the maximal condition on normal subgroups, if xnG and x"H are isomorphic, then J x G and J x H are isomorphic.
By [Ol, Theorem, p. 7] , any groups G, H such that J x G = J x H are elementarily equivalent. The converse is true for finitely generated finite-bynilpotent groups, according to [02] .
Here, we mainly consider groups M with M/M' finitely generated; we call them ABFG, which is an abbreviation for "groups whose abelian quotients are finitely generated". Taking into account the importance of the group / in the examples and results above, we introduce, for ABFG, the notions of /-equivalence and J-decomposition. We show that a ABFG has a /-decomposition if and only if it is finitely decomposable, and, also, if and only if it satisfies the maximal condition on direct factors.
The Theorem asserts the unicity of the /-decomposition for finitely decomposable ABFG. Moreover, any finitely decomposable ABFG only has finitely many decompositions in direct products of indecomposable groups, and Corollary 3 provides a bound for the number of such decompositions. Corollary 6 describes a sequence of factors which appears in each decomposition. The properties of /-decompositions also enable us to generalize several results of R. Hirshon, including the theorems mentioned above, and to simplify their proofs. These generalizations are given by Corollaries 1, 2, 4, 5. Corollary 7 provides another connexion between the /-decomposition of a finitely decomposable ABFG and its decompositions in direct products of indecomposable groups.
We say that two ABFG G, H are J-equivalent, and we write G «y H, if there exist two integers r,s>0 such that (xr'/) x G = (xs J) x H. According to Lemma 1 below, this property is true if and only if G and H satisfy J xG = J x H, or (xm/) x G = H for an integer m , or G = (xnJ) x H for an integer n . Any ABFG is /-equivalent to 1 if and only if it is torsion-free abelian. Lemma 1 ([H3, p. 148] ). For any groups G, H, JxJxG = JxH implies J x G^H.
Proof. We show that, for each group M, for any subgroups G, H of M, and for any elements of infinite order u, v, w e M, if M = (u) x (v) x G = (w) x H, then / x G and H are isomorphic. There exist some elements u ' ,v' £ (u, v) such that (u) x {v) = (u1) x (v') and w e (v'} x G. We have (v1) x G -(w) x K for K = H n ((«') x G), and therefore (w)
We say that a ABFG M is J-indecomposable if M is not /-equivalent to 1 and if, for any groups A, B such that M «y A x B, we have A «y 1 or ß «; 1 . A finitely generated abelian group is /-indecomposable if and only if it is isomorphic to (xr/) x Jp k with r eN, p prime, and k > 1 .
A J-decomposition of a ABFG M is a finite sequence of /-indecomposable ABFG Ai,...,A" such that M «y A\ x ■ ■ ■ x An . We identify two /-decompositions M «y A\ x-■ -xAm «y B\ x-■ xB" if m = n and if there exists a permutation a of {1, ... , «} such that A¡ «y Bai¡) for each / e {1,...,«}. According to the proposition below, any ABFG has a /-decomposition if and only if it is finitely decomposable: Proposition 1. If M is a ABFG, then the following properties are équivalent:
( 1 ) M satisfies the maximal condition on direct factors;
(2) M is finitely decomposable;
(3) M has a J-decomposition.
Remark. A finitely generated group may have a strictly increasing sequence of direct factors. For instance, J. M. T. Jones proved in [J] that, for each integer n > 3, there exists a finitely generated group A which is isomorphic to xnA and not isomorphic to xkA for each integer k such that 2 < k < n -1 . ■ The following lemma is used in the proof of Proposition 1 : (2) implies (1). We suppose M -G\ x ■ ■ ■ x Gr with G\, ... , Gr indecomposable. If M has a strictly increasing sequence of direct factors, then there exists a sequence of nontrivial subgroups (//;),>i such that, for each integer n, (Hi, ... , H") = H\ x ■■■ x Hn and (H\, ... , H") is a direct factor of M. As the groups x \<í<"(Hí/H¡) are direct factors of the finitely generated abelian group M/M', there exists an integer n such that H¡ -H[ for each integer i > n . For each integer /' > n , it follows from Lemma 2 that we have
and therefore //, = (//, n G¡ ) x • • • x (//,-n G>). So, for each integer i > n and each _/ e {1, ... , r}, H¿ n G¡ is a direct factor of M, and therefore a direct factor of G¡, which implies //, n G¡■ -1 or G7 c //, since Gy is indecomposable. Consequently, for each integer i > n , there exists an integer j E {1, ... , r} such that G¡ c //,, which implies a contradiction. Now, we prove that (3) implies (1) . If M has a /-decomposition, then there exists an integer r such that (xrJ)xM is a finite direct product of /-indecomposable ABFG. The group (xrJ)xM is also a finite direct product of indecomposable ABFG, because any /-indecomposable ABFG is a direct product of an indecomposable ABFG which is not infinite cyclic and a finite number of infinite cyclic groups. As (2) implies (1), it follows that (xr/) x M satisfies the maximal condition on direct factors, and the same property is true for M.
As (1) clearly implies (2), it only remains to be proved that (1) implies (3). We suppose that M has no /-decomposition.
Then, there exist a sequence (y4")"eN of finitely generated torsion-free abelian groups and two sequences (Gn)n€N and (H")n€N of ABFG which are not torsion-free abelian, such that Go = M and A" x Gn = H" x G"+\ for each n 6 N. We see by induction on n that A0 x ■ ■ ■ x A" x M = Ho x ■ ■ ■ x H" x G"+i .
For each group K, let us consider Q(K) = K/(K', Z(K)). For each integer n , we have Q(M) s Q(H0) x • • • x Q{H") x Q(Gn+l) since Q{A0 x---xAn) = 1 . As Q(M) is finitely generated abelian, there exists an integer n such that Q(Hi) = 1 for each integer i > n. Otherwise, there exists an integer h < k such that S n G and 51 n // are cyclic of order ph , we have \S/SP\ = p2, and the images of 5 n G and S n 7/ in S'/5P are cyclic of order p . Then, there exists an element w G S/Sp such that (w) is a supplementary of the images of 5" n G and S n // in 5,/5p . If x is a representative of u; in 5", then (x) is a supplementary of 5n G and SnH in S, and therefore a supplementary of G and // in M. 0 Lemma 5. Let M be a group and let A, B, C, D be subgroups of M such that M = AxB = CxD. If A is a J-indecomposable ABFG, then A' is contained in C or in D. Proof. By Lemma 2, A' n C and A1 n 7J>' are nontrivial if A' is not contained in C or in Z). We are going to see that this property contradicts the /-indecomposability of A.
For each x e A , we have prfi(pr0(x)) = prÄ(prc(x))~' ; we also have Prc(prB(prc(x))) = prc(pr^(prc(x))-' prc(x)) = prc(pr4(prc(x)))-' prc(x) e prc(^) and prß(pr5(prc(x))) = prö(prB(prD(x)))"1 € prD(A).
So, the ABFG prc(A), prD(yi), and prB(prc(^)) = prfi(prD(^)) satisfy A x prÄ(prc(^4)) = prc(^4) x prD(A). Consequently, we can suppose that A, B, C, D are ABFG. We have M/B' = Ax (B/B1) = (C/(B' n C')) x (D/(B' n />')) according to Lemma 2. So, we can assume B finitely generated abelian. We can also assume B torsion-free, because Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 allow us to cancel out the finite direct factors of B. Now, the decomposition A x B = C x D contradicts the /-indecomposability of A since C and D are not abelian. D Proof of the Theorem. The Theorem is clearly true for n = 1. We see by induction on n that is it also true for each integer n > 3 if it is true for n -2. Now, let us consider some /-indecomposable ABFG G\, ... , Gm and two ABFG Hi, Hi such that Gi x • • • x Gm «y Hi x Hi. We may assume G% x • • » x Gm = Hi x Hi, since it is possible to replace Gi, ... , Gm , Hi, Hi by groups which are /-equivalent to them. We can also suppose that Gi, ... , Gm , Hx, H2 have no finite abelian direct factor, since Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 allow us to reduce ourselves to this case. For each i e {1, ... , m}, as G, is /-indecomposable, it follows from Lemma 5 that G\ is contained in Hi or Hi. Now, let us consider E = {i e {1, ... , m) ; G\ c Hi} and F = {1, ... , m} -E. We have H[ = x;€£G¿ and H'r = x¡efG¿ according to Lemma 2, and therefore Hix(H2/H'2) s (HxxH2)/H^ s {xieEGi)x(xieF(G//G{)).
As H2/H'2 and Xj€F(Gi/G'j) are finitely generated abelian, it follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 that Hi and x;e£G, are /-equivalent. Similarly, H2 and x,efG; are /-equivalent. D
By [H3, Theorem 1, p. 149] , if U is a group which satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups, then, for any groups G,H,UxG=UxH implies J xG = J xH. In [H4, Theorem 1, p. 28], R. Hirshon generalizes this result to groups U such that U/U" is finitely generated, U/Z(U) is hopfian and U/Z(U) satisfies the minimal condition on direct factors. In [H7, Theorem 3.4, p. 361] , he generalizes [H4, Theorem 1, p. 28] to groups U such that U/U' is finitely generated and U/Z(U) satisfies the minimal condition on direct factors (or, equivalently, the maximal condition).
If U is such a group, and if (Vn)n€N and (Wn)n€N are two sequences of direct factors of U such that Wn+i = Vn x Wn for each n € N, then ((Wn, Z(£/))/Z(£/))neN is an increasing sequence of direct factors of U/Z(U). So, there exists an integer k such that (W", Z(U)) = (Wk , Z(U)) for each integer n > k. For each integer n > k, we have Vn c Z(U). As U/U' is finitely generated, there exist only finitely many integers n > k such that V" is nontrivial. It follows that U is a finitely decomposable ABFG.
Consequently, the following result generalizes [H7, Theorem 3.4, p. 361]: Corollary 1. Let U be a finitely decomposable ABFG. Then, for any groups G,H,U xG^U x H implies J xG^J xH.
Proof. According to Lemma 1 and Lemma 4, it suffices to show that, for any groups G, H such that U xG = UxH, there exists a finitely generated abelian group A such that A x G = A x H.
There exists a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group D such that D x U is a direct product of /-indecomposable ABFG Ui, ... , Uk . We see by induction on k that, if the result is true for Ui, ... , Uk , then it is also true for Ui x ■■■ x Uk, and therefore true for U. So, we can suppose for the remainder of the proof that U is /-indecomposable. Now, let us consider a group M and some subgroups G 
Proof. We have M/(S x T) s (A/S) x (G/T) S (B/T) x (H/S), and therefore A x (A/S) x (G/T) 3 B x (B/T) x (H/S) since A and B are isomorphic. Moreover, we have A x (G/T) 3 (A x G)/T = (B x H)/T s (B/T) x H, and therefore /l x (¿/S) x (G/T) s (,4/S) x (S/T) x H. We also have 5 x (///S) s (B x H) IS = (Ax G)/S * (A/S) x G, and therefore B x (B/T) x (H/S) ( A/S) x (B/T) xG.lt follows (A/S) x (B/T) x G S (A/S) x (B/T) xH. D
Any group which satisfies the maximal condition on normal subgroups is a finitely decomposable ABFG. So, the following result generalizes [H5, Theorem
1, p. 333]:
Corollary 2. For each finitely decomposable ABFG G, for each group H, and for each integer n > I, if x"G and xnH are isomorphic, then J x G and J x H are isomorphic. Proof. As G is a finitely decomposable ABFG, the same property is true for xnG = x"H, and therefore true for H, since the maximal condition on direct factors for xnH implies the same condition for H. There exist some /-indecomposable groups Ui, ... , Ur, V{, ... , Vs such that G «y Ui x ■ ■ ■ x Ur and H^jVix-xVs.
We have x"G«y (xnUx) x ■ ■ ■ x (x"Ur) and x"//«y (xnVi) x ■■■ x (x"Vs). It follows from the unicity of the /-decomposition of x"G^ xnH that r = s and \{i e {I, ... , r}; [/, «y W}\ = \{j e {I, ... , r};
Vj «y W}\ for each /-indecomposable group W . So, we have G «y H. Now, let us consider some finitely generated torsion-free abelian groups A, B such that AxG^ BxH. We have A x (G/G1) S B x (H/H'). But x"G S x"H implies x"(G/G') Si xn(H/H') and G/G' S H/H'. So, A and B are isomorphic, and we have / x G = / x H according to Lemma 1. G For each group M and for each subgroup S of M, the isolator of S in M is IM(S) = U">i{* G M; x" e S). We denote it by I(S) if it does not create ambiguity. The subgroup 5 is isolated in M if I(S) = 5. We write
A(M) = I(M').
For each ABFG M, we consider the finite abelian quotient
Q(M) = I((Z(M), A(M)))/(Z(M), A(M)).
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We have Q(M x N) = Q(M) x Q(N) for any ABFG M, TV.
We say that a ABFG M is regular if Q(M) is trivial. This property is true if and only if M = A x N with A torsion-free abelian and Z(N) c A(N).
In fact, if M is regular, then there exist some elements Ui, ... , um e Z(M) such that the abelian group (Z(M), A(M))/A(M) is freely generated by the images of «i, ... , um , and some elements Vi, ... , vn e M such that the abelian group M/(Z(M), A(M)) is freely generated by the images of Vi, ... , v" . The group A = («i, ... , um) is torsion-free abelian. We have M = A x N and Z (N) c A(N) for N = (u,, . .. , vn , A(Af)).
We are going to prove that any finitely decomposable ABFG M only has finitely many decompositions in direct products of indecomposable groups. We shall obtain a bound for the number of decompositions of M which only depends on Q(M).
In [H6] , R. Hirshon shows that, for each group G with G/G' finitely generated, there exist only finitely many pairwise nonisomorphic groups H such that J x G = J x H. First, we give a simpler proof of Hirshon's result; this proof provides a bound, depending only on Q(G), for the number of pairwise nonisomorphic groups H such that J x G = J x H. For each group M, we write | Aut(Af ) | for the number of automorphisms of M.
Proposition 2. Let G be a group with G/A(G) finitely generated. Then, there exist at most |Aut(ß(G))| pairwise nonisomorphic groups H suchthat JxG = J xH. Proof. We consider a group M such that G has an infinite cyclic supplementary in M, and we show that there are at most | Aut(Q(G))\ pairwise nonisomorphic subgroups of M which have infinite cyclic supplementaries.
We denote the ranks of the free abelian groups I((Z(G), A(G)))/A(G) and G/I((Z(G), A(G))) by m and n, respectively. There exists a unique w-tuple of integers r(l), ... , r(m) e N* such that r(i + 1) divides r(i) for each i e {1,..., m-1} and Q(G) s (j/j'tD) x ■ •• x (J/J'W).
If H is a subgroup of M which has an infinite cyclic supplementary, then we have A(H) = A(M). We also have H/I((Z(H), A(H))) a G/I((Z(G), A(G))), I((Z(H),A(H)))/A(H) e 7((Z(G),A(G)))/A(G), and Q(H) s Q(G).
We choose some elements wH,i, ... , WH,m such that I((Z(H), A(H))) = (wHA,...,wH,m,A(H)) and'(Z(//),A(//)) = (wr^ , ... , wr¿m)m , A(H)).
We have For each / G {1, ... , m}, we have wkjW]¡1 ¡ e (Z(M), A(M)) ; we may assume for the remainder of the proof that Wkjw]1xí e Z(M), since it is possible to multiply wkj by any element of A(M) = A(K) without changing px ■ For any elements Xi, ... , xn such that H -(jq , ... , x" , I((Z(H), A(//)))), we have K = (prK(xi),... ,prK(xn), I((Z(K), A(K)))) and prK(xj)xfl e Z(M) for each /' e {1,...,«}.
Consequently, we obtain an isomorphism 0: H -► K by writing 6(u) = u for each u e A(H), 6(wHj) -vjKj for each /' € {1, ... , m} and 6(Xj) = prK(Xj) for each j e {1,...,«} . D Corollary 3. If G is a finitely decomposable ABFG, then the number of decompositions of G is bounded by the product of | Aut(g(G))| and the number of equivalence relations on a set with n(G) elements, where n(G) is the number of factors in the decomposition of Q(G).
In the proof of Corollary 3, we use the following lemma:
Lemma 7 According to the Theorem, for each decomposition G = Ai x ■■ ■ x Ay¡, there exists a map a: {1, ... , p} -» {1, ... , h} such that A¡ «y xa^=iGj for each i € {1.h}.
For each /' e {n + 1, ... , p} , we have a~l(a(j)) = {j} since Gj is isomorphic to a direct factor of Aay¡ by Lemma 7. The map a induces an equivalence relation on {I, ... , p} such that each element of {n+ I, ... , p} is only equivalent to itself. The number of such relations is bounded by the number of equivalence relations on a set with n(G) elements. Now, let us consider two decompositions G = Ai x ■ ■ ■ x Af, = B¡ x ■ ■ ■ x Bk , and let us suppose that the associated maps a: {\, ... ,p} -> {\, ... ,h) and t:{1, ...,/?} -► {I, ... , k} induce the same equivalence relation on {I, ... , p}. Then, for each / e {I, ... , h} and each j e {1, ... , k] such that <7~*(i) = T_l(y), we have A¡ «y B¡, and therefore J x A¡ = J x B¡ since Ai and Bj are indecomposable. The relation a~x(i) = r~l(j) defines a bijection from {/ e {1,... ,h};a~l(i) ¿ 0} to {j e {1, ... , k}; r~l(j) ¿ 0}. Moreover, we have A¡ = J for each / e {1, ... , h} such that <r-1(') = 0 and Bj = J for each /' € {1, ... , k} such that t"'(_/') = 0. It follows that |{/ € {\,...,h};c-\i) -0}| = |{/ e {1,...,^}; t-'O) = 0}|, H3, Theorem 5, p. 158] , any finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group of class 2 has a unique decomposition. If G is such a group, then G is regular since Z(G) contains A(G) and G/Z(G) is torsion-free.
According to [H2, Theorem 1] , if G is a group which satisfies the maximal condition on normal subgroups, and if the homomorphic images of G are cancellable, then G has a unique decomposition. The first condition implies that G is a finitely decomposable ABFG. The second one implies that the finitely generated torsion-free abelian group G/A(G) is trivial, since / is not cancellable; so, G is regular.
Thus, [H3, Theorem 5, p. 158] and [H2, Theorem 1] are generalized by the following consequence of Corollary 3:
Corollary 4. Any regular finitely decomposable ABFG has a unique decomposition.
In [Hl], R. Hirshon proves that, if A is a group which satisfies the maximal condition on normal subgroups, and if no homomorphic image of A is isomorphic to a proper normal subgroup of itself, then A is cancellable. The first condition implies that A is a finitely decomposable ABFG. The second one implies that the finitely generated torsion-free abelian group A/A(A) is trivial, since / is isomorphic to J2. So, Hirshon's result is a consequence of the corollary below: In the second case, Lemma 9 allows us to suppose that C = (C n H, A(C)) and D = (£> n G, A(Z>)). Then, C7(C n //) and ¿>/(Z) n G) are finite abelian, and we have (C/(C nH)) x (D/(DnG)) x G^ (C/(C n //)) x (£/(£> n G)) x // according to Lemma 6. It follows from Lemma 4 that G and 7/ are isomorphic. Now, we prove that, if an ABFG A does not satisfy Z(A) c A(j4) , then A is not cancellable. We consider some elements x, Xi, ... , xn e ^, an integer k > 1, an element y e Z(A) -(Z(A) n A(/l)), and an element z e A(^4), all of them defined in such a manner that xk = yz and the abelian group A/A(A) is freely generated by the images of x, Xi, ... , x" . We also consider a prime number p > 5 which does not divide k . are not isomorphic according to [Bl, Lemma 1] .
For any integers a, ß eZ, there exists a unique homomorphism /: A x G -* Ax H which satisfies f(u) -u for each u e (xj , ... , x", A(/4)), /(a) = c, f(x) -xyadpa, and f(b) = y^d2+pß . Moreover, / is an isomorphism if and only if / induces an isomorphism from (A x G)/(xi, ... , x", A(A), a) to (A x H)/(xi, ... ,xn, A(A) ,c).
In (A x H)/(xx, ... ,xn, A(A), c), the elements xyadpa and yßd2+p^ are respectively equivalent to xl+kadpa and xkß^2+pß §0 y js an isomorphism if the determinant (1 + ka)(2 + pß) -(pa)(kß) = 2 + 2ka + pß is equal to 1. But, as p and 2k are prime to each other, there exist some integers a, ß e Z such that 2ka+pß = 1 -2 = -1 . □
The following result provides, for each finitely decomposable ABFG G, a sequence of indecomposable groups which appears in any decomposition of G. Moreover, in each decomposition of G, the factors H which do not belong to this sequence do not satisfy Q(H) = 1 ; consequently, the number of such factors is bounded by the number of factors in the decomposition of Q(G). for each i e {1, ... , q). Then, the following properties are true:
